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Question 1 

 

 
Answer 
In the conversation with Mr Bhatia he noted that he interviewed Mr Yap, concluded he had good 
skills and left it to the icare Chief People Officer at the time (Greg Barnier) to take it forward with 
the relevant people. 
 

 

Question 2 

 
Answer 
The evidence gathered as part of the audit did not identify who in icare formally authorised the 
secondment of Mr Edward Yap to the Treasurer’s Office.  
 

 

Question 3 

 
Answer 



Notes of conversations with  Vivek Bhatia, Ed Yap, Greg Barnier and Nigel Freitas are attached for 
the Committee.  

 

Question 4 

 
Answer 
icare 
 
Section 14 of the State Insurance and Care Governance Act 2015 (SICG Act) provides that:  
 

“ICNSW is authorised to employ such staff as it requires to exercise its functions. The 
provisions of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013 relating to the employment of 
Public Service employees do not apply to the staff employed by ICNSW.” 

 
The Government Sector Employment Act 2013 (GSE Act) applies to employees of government 
sector agencies beyond just Public Service employees.   The concept of ‘government sector’ and 
‘government sector agency’ is defined in s.3 of the GSE Act as: 
 

“government sector comprises all of the following (other than any service in which 
persons excluded from this Act by section 5 are employed)— 
(a)  the Public Service, 
(b)  the Teaching Service, 
(c)  the NSW Police Force, 
(d)  the NSW Health Service, 
(e)  the Transport Service of New South Wales, 
(f)  any other service of the Crown (including the service of any NSW government agency), 
(g)  the service of any other person or body constituted by or under an Act or exercising 
public functions (such as a State owned corporation), being a person or body that is 
prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this definition. 

 
government sector agency means— 
(a)  in the case of the Public Service—a Public Service agency, or 
(b)  in the case of any other service in the government sector—the group of staff 
comprising the service or (subject to the regulations) any separate group of that staff,” 

 
Section. 4(2) of the SICG Act states that, “ICNSW is, for the purposes of any Act, a NSW 
Government agency.”  Accordingly, sub-paragraph (f) of the definition of government sector 
arguably applies to icare and icare is a government sector agency for the purpose of the GSE Act.   
 
This means that although parts of the GSE Act specifically applicable to Public Service employees 
(eg. Such as Div 4 Public Service Senior Executives) do not apply to icare, parts of the GSE Act 
applicable to government sector agencies (such as clause 35 of the Government Sector 
Employment Regulations) do apply to icare.    
 
Nominal Insurer  
 



In our audit, we were not made aware of the Nominal Insurer having any employees.  As such, we 
did not form a view as to whether the GSE Act applied to staff of the Nominal Insurer.   
 

 

Question 5 

 
Answer 
Please refer to response to Question 6.  

 

Question 6 

 
Answer 
 
[Response to be provided subject to claim of privilege and provided to Committee separately.] 
 
Other than confirming that Mr Ed Yap’s appointment was paid for by icare, the audit did not 
inquire as to the source of funds within icare. 
 
We were not provided with any contract for the second contractor that set out the payment to 
the individual and the organisation. 
 

 

Question 7 



 
Answer 
Subsequent to completion of the audit, we have received advice from the Department of Premier 
and Cabinet that no reimbursement of costs were ultimately paid in respect of Mr Yap.   

 

Question 8 

 

 
Answer 
Documents sighted indicate that Mr Edward Yap’s first appointment of six months from 19 
October 2015 was while Mr Yap held a working holiday visa and the hiring was consistent with the 
visa conditions. Copies of agreements for the supply of immigration services and engagement 
services indicate that Mr Yap was subsequently sponsored by Robert Walters on a subclass 457 
visa. In April 2020 Mr Yap informed his visa was changed to a bridging visa. 

 

Question 9 



 
Answer 
No.  The scope of the audit was limited to NSW State legislation, regulations and policy and 
practice. 
 

 

Question 10 

 
Answer 
Treasury has never provided a sponsor letter for Mr Edward Yap.  
 
It was not within the scope of the audit to inquire into the provision of sponsor letters. 
 

 

Question 11 

 
Answer 
Treasury receives regular reporting from icare on the financial performance and funding ratio of 
the Nominal Insurer. Treasury also discusses financial performance with staff from icare and SIRA. 
 
Treasury was made aware of the trend in financial performance during the financial year 2018-19, 
however the full-year result quoted was only available after the year-end. 

 

Question 12 



 
Answer 
Mr Pratt attended the icare Board meeting on 25 November 2019. 

 

Question 13 

 
Answer 
A copy of the briefing is attached for the Committee. 

 

Question 14 

 
Answer 
There is nothing further to add to the response provided during the hearing. 

 

Question 15 



 

 

 
Answer 
There was no error in the Budget papers. The brief is instead highlighting the risk that is created 
by unexpected withdrawals from investment funds – that it could lead a variation between the 
forecasts at the time of the Budget and the actual results. 

 

Question 16 

 
Answer 
Yes. Ms Rashi Bansal has been Group Executive, Organisational Performance (incorporating the 
Chief Financial Officer role) since early 2019. 



 

Question 17 

 

 
Answer 
The error was identified in responding to a media enquiry in August 2020. The media had 
accessed the document (which was provided as part of a Standing Order 52) and had asked 
questions about it to Treasury.  
 
Given the passage of time since the matters that are the subject of the document, Treasury 
needed to verify certain facts with TCorp, who manage the investment fund. TCorp could find no 
evidence of transactions that matched the description in the document. Therefore Treasury 
responded to the media enquiries to explain that the document appeared to contain an error. 
 
Senior Treasury staff were informed but no further action was required. 

 

Question 18 

 
Answer 
Please refer to the response to Question 17.  

 

Question 19 

 



 

 
Answer 
NSW Treasury has no record of a written response being received. 

 

Question 20 

 
Answer 
Icare has responsibility for the operational management of the TMF. As such, icare is leading the 
remediation work, with oversight from SIRA, as the workers compensation regulator. Treasury has 
no formal role but is monitoring the remediation work. 

 

Question 21 

 
Answer 
Please see response to Question 20.  

 

Question 22 



 
Answer 
Mr Pratt has no recollection of this being raised at the icare Board. 

 

Question 23 

 
Answer 
The threshold at the time for a contract to require Board approval was that the contract: 

• was over $10m in total contract value; and/or  
• term exceeded three years in duration. 

  
The Imaginarium contract did not go to the Board. It was below the threshold required for Board 
approval. 
 

 

Question 24 

 



 
Answer 
icare manages the TMF on behalf of NSW Treasury. Operational matters like this are therefore a 
decision for icare, though Treasury would expect to be consulted, and for other NSW Government 
agencies also to be consulted about the decision. 

 

Question 25 

 
Answer 
The WISE protocol requires Health, and Fire and Rescue and the Insurer (Case Manager) to work 
closely together to ensure that all stakeholders involved in the treatment of the worker are aware 
of the WISE program and intended objectives. 
 
Successful deployment and utilisation of the WISE protocol is dependent on Health, and Fire and 
Rescue sponsorship of implementation. The Claims Management contracts that came into effect 
on 1 January 2020 do not preclude Health or Fire and Rescue from adopting the WISE protocol 
with their Insurer. 

 

Question 26 

 
Answer 
The audit was a fact finding review as to whether relevant legislation, regulation and policy 
applicable to hiring of staff had been met for each of the relevant staff.  The nature of work 
performed by the staff once hired was outside of the scope of the audit. 
 

 



 

 

 

                                                                   

AGENDA 

 
The board will be meeting all day. The lunch will take place in the middle of the meeting breaking up 
the main agenda.   

Full meeting agenda is attached. 

Lunch will be served at 1:15 PM. 

Discussion to commence at 1:30 PM. 

INTRODUCTION  

 
The lunch will a two-way boardroom discussion with icare Board Directors. The session is an 
opportunity to connect with the board and discuss the performance of icare and their plans for the 
rest of the financial year. The board are particularly eager to hear the Secretary’s thoughts on icare’s 
performance and areas for focus. 
 

ATTACHMENTS 

 
Attached are supporting documents including: 

• icare Board meeting agenda 
• icare Business Plan 
• Stakeholder briefing on icare performance 
• icare Regular engagement calendar  

 

ATTENDEES 

 
The full icare Board including: 

Michael Carapiet (Chair)    Mark Lennon (CEO) 

Gavin Bell     Lisa McIntyre 

Peeyush Gupta AM    John Nagle 

Monday, 25th November 
2019 1:15 PM  

icare office                 
Level 15, 321 Kent Street 
Sydney  

Michael Pratt, 
icare Board.  
 

Roundtable discussion on key topics 
1 hour discussion format  

S ECRE TAR Y SP E AKE R BRIE F  –  ICAR E B OARD  M E ETIN G  
 



Christine Bartlett    Elizabeth Carr AM 

David Plumb 

TOPICS 

 
• icare's work delivering customer outcomes within the State insurance and care schemes, 
• Treasury's insight into icare’s performance and areas for focus  
• icare within the context of NSW Government 

 
KEY TOPICS DETAIL 

icare's work delivering customer outcomes within the State insurance and care 
schemes 
icare Business Plan 19/20 
Business Plan Foundations 

Customer Objective 
 

Performance Objective 

Customer Centric Experience Organisational Performance & Financial Sustainability 
Strategic Themes 

1. Deliver value & affordability 
2. Improve injury outcomes 
3. Enhance quality of life outcomes 

Enabling Priorities 
1. Decision making 
2. Agility 
3. Connectivity 
4. Ecosystem influence 

 

Key Achievements to Date 

• An improved customer experience through the upgrade of our IT infrastructure and bringing 
our policy and billing in-house to interact directly with employers and NSW Government agencies.  

• Designed and delivered a segmented claims service model that triages injured workers 
according to their needs, supported by a new partnership model.  

• Launched a new single icare website, aggregating documents and information into a simple, 
transparent and easy-to-use online portal available on any device, including a new tool to purchase 
workers compensation policies.  

• Delivered over $100m in premium discounts, issued more than 37,000 new workers 
insurance policies and renewed over 282,000 policies.  

• Through the Medical Support Panel reduced average treatment approval times from six 
weeks to five days and assessed 2,400 cases.  

• Redesigned and simplified the application and eligibility process for people with a dust 
disease, with applicants now supported through a simple and personal phone-based interview.  

• Created a great place to work. Our Employee Net Promoter Score increased from +18 in 
April 2016 to +20 in April 2019. Our PMES increased from +65% in 2014 to 76% in 2018.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 Year Cashflow Statements 
 

 
 
P&Ls 
 

 
Current Financial Year Cash Flows 



 
 
icare Performance 
 
Key Stats – Nominal Insurer 

• More than 3.2m workers covered and $200billion in wages insured 
• More than 67,000 new claims received 
• Cover 326,000 business with over 37,000 new policies issued and 288,000 policy renewals 
• $806million paid in weekly benefits and $662million in medical benefits 
• $2.59billion grow written premium 

Key Stats – IfNSW 
• 335,836 public sector workers covered 
• $650million paid in workers compensation benefits 
• 202 NSW Government agencies insured 
• 24,557 new workers compensation claims 
• $193billion NSW Government assets protected 
• 2500 projects with a value of $9billion insure by the Construction Risk Insurance Fund, 

including 738 new schools or school upgrades, 50 health infrastructure projects and a 
$3billion section of road infrastructure 

• $546million paid in benefits across general lines 

Key Stats – LTC 
• Over $210million in treatment and rehabilitation services 
• 322 Workers Care participants supported 
• 1457 Lifetime Care participants supported 
• 130 home modifications worth $8.3million 
• 37 participants managing some or all their supports through a direct funding arrangement 

with a value of $4.5million p.a. 
 



Key Stats – DDC 
• 4567 people across 62 locations with lung screening services via the Lung Bus 
• 44.9 days for the medical examination panel to determine dust disease claim, down from 

66.6 days in 2017-18 
• $99.6million total benefits paid 
• 1479 people provided with lung screening services at the icare Dust Diseases clinic 
• 5527 people with a dust disease and their dependents provided with medical and income 

support 

icare Benefits Realisation 
Since inception icare have delivered $2.4 billion in financial benefits across all schemes, with $0.7 
billion realised this past financial year. Since inception, the benefits broken down: 

• Has saved NSW Businesses $1.4billion 
• Achieved operational savings of $438million 
• Early return to works savings of $130million 
• One of reductions in future claims liability of $390million 

icare within the context of NSW Government 
• Increasing engagement with icare: Treasury and icare have been working together to 

enhance their engagement and have agreed a new calendar of engagement (attached). 
• It increases frequency of meetings and adds opportunity for senior members of both 

organisations to engage - 6-weekly meetings have been changed to monthly meetings, with 
Phil Gardner attending for key meetings. The senior stakeholder and quarterly deep dive 
meetings are new additions 

• Post Hayne Report Workshop: Treasury have engaged MinterEllison to undertake a 
workshop with the State’s three financial services businesses, icare, State Super and TCorp, 
to understand and support responses of each of the businesses to the Hayne Report.  

 
icare & NSW Treasury Meeting – key discussion points– October 2019 
Budget Estimates hearings reflections  

• Issues raised in relation to the business were as follows: 

o Matters associated with the Home Builders Compensation Fund (HBCF) including: 
coverage of the insurance, deficit of the fund and disclosure of the deficit in the 
financial statements 

o Matters associated with the NSW Workers Compensation Nominal Insurer (Nominal 
Insurer / NI) including: the fund’s declining surplus and funding ratio, the claims 
management model and complaints received  

o The number of contractors engaged by icare relative to permanent employees 

o Costs associated with icare’s implementation of the Guidewire platform 

o Surveillance activities on workers compensation claimants  

o Trends associated with dust diseases claims  

 

 



SBI 19-20 and key current business performance issues: 

Nominal Insurer workers compensation scheme 

• Negative financial result for the Nominal Insurer in FY19 – the net result for the Nominal 
Insurer was a loss of $873m, with investment income of $1,648m offsetting underwriting 
losses of $2,522m. 

• Treasury has received a draft copy of SIRA’s Independent Compliance and Performance 
Review of the NI - Treasury has received draft copies of reports prepared by EY and Janet 
Dore. icare have yet to provide their comments on the draft reports.  

• The report outlines significant concerns about icare’s management of the scheme. However, 
in line with the scope, there are only limited recommendations for improvement made. 
Some actions have already been put in place between SIRA and icare – further work will be 
needed to identify the response to the report and resulting actions.  

Other fund performance issues 

• HBCF funding ratio is significantly below the requirement for a sustainable scheme 
• Financial underperformance in the Lifetime Care scheme for FY19 – net result is a FY19 loss 

of c.$580m, 
• Latent abuse claims in the TMF and PMF pose a risk to the fiscal position 
• Review of the Treasury Managed Fund - Treasury’s FRM and Commercial Assets, jointly with 

icare are leading a review of the TMF. 

Ongoing financial underperformance of the Nominal Insurer  

Independent Compliance and Performance Review  

• The net result for FY19 (after applying investment income) is a loss of $873m, with a net loss 
of $149m forecast in FY20. Increases in medical claims costs per worker and higher forecast 
weekly benefits are driving the worsening result. 

• SIRA commenced an independent compliance and performance review of the NI in February 
2019 due to concerns about icare’s operation of the NI and feedback received from the 
business community. The review is being led by independent expert Ms Janet Dore with 
support from EY. SIRA has committed to publishing the report by the end of 2019. 

Increased regulatory oversight by SIRA 

• Prior to the review being finalised, information obtained by SIRA as part of the review has 
caused it to increase its regulatory oversight of the NI. SIRA’s concerns arose due to:  

o Declining funding ratio - deterioration of the funding ratio for the NI, which has 
declined from 118.5 per cent to 110.8 per cent in the six months to 31 December 
2018 (measured on a 75 per cent probability of sufficiency), below the board 
approved operating range of 115 to 135 per cent;  

o icare’s pricing policy – The 2019/20 premium filing for the NI identified a target 
premium rate of 1.39 per cent, which is below both the operational breakeven rate 
of 1.43 per cent and the actuarial breakeven premium rate of 1.88 per cent. These 
rates are in contrast with the actual collection rate for the NI in 2018/19 which was 
1.29 per cent.  

o Declining return to work rate – In the period from September 2018 – December 
2018, the 4-week return to work rate has declined significantly under the NI (down 
12.2% since December 2017). 



Further funding is required for HBCF 
• HBCF is underfunded due to historic under-pricing of insurance premiums causing continued 

underwriting losses. 
• Unfunded liabilities as at 30 June 2019 are $637m, comprised of: 

o $583m in unfunded liabilities relating to policies sold prior to scheme reforms 
approved by Cabinet in 2016 and implemented by icare in 2017 (pre-reform); and 

o $54m in unfunded liabilities relating to policies sold post-reform and incurred as 
pricing reforms are progressively implemented and the fund returns to break-even 
(post-reform). 

 
Interim statutory review no longer proceeding  

• Treasury had proposed to commence an independent interim statutory review of icare in 
October 2019 to pre-empt key issues ahead of the statutory review.  

• Due to concerns from icare and given the timing in the context of the SIRA Review, Treasury 
will no longer proceed with the interim review in the form originally proposed 

Non-abuse “incurred but not reported” (IBNR) claims pose risks to the fiscal position  
• For the FY19 accounts, icare’s view is that for all claim categories except for dust diseases, 

there is not enough information on which to base a reliable estimate and therefore 
provisions should not be made. icare expects that a liability of c.$30m will need to be 
recorded for dust diseases public liability in the FY19 accounts.  

• While this change in approach does not currently present a significant issue, there is risk that 
as further liabilities are determined to be reliably measurable the figure could increase 
significantly 
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